Order online 24-hours a day! www.merritts.com
Phone: 610-689-9541 Toll Free Phone: 1-800-345-4101
Toll Free FAX: 1-866-846-7789
*Orders placed on “first come, first serve” basis*
*All prices are FINAL plus shipping*
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P1957 $82.00

BACK IN
STOCK

Steel Basket For Q360
Ultrasonic Cleaners

P2399 $12.00

6-Piece Skeleton Key Set

* Also sold as individual keys
(please use corresponding part numbers)
* Sizes may vary
* Comes with one of each listed below:
P2400 $2.25

Plain Skeleton Key

* 2-3/8” overall length
* 1-1/2” shaft length
* Bit: 3/16” tall x 3/16” wide
* Inner barrel diameter: 5/32”
* Die cast zinc with brass plating
P2401 $2.25

Classic Brass
Skeleton Key

* 2-1/2” overall length
* 1-9/16” shaft length
* Bit: 5/16” tall x 1/4” wide
* Inner barrel diameter: 1/8”
* Die cast zinc with brass plating

LIMITED
STOCK

P2393S $5.75 each

CLOSE
OUT
P1914 $8.00

P2393M $5.75 each
Time Only Mini Quartz
* Made in France
Movement - 25/32”
* 3-5/8” brass finished plastic
bezel. Bezel is molded to include
Handshaft
ten simulated screw heads
P2393X $5.75 each
* German-made movement that Time Only Mini Quartz
operates on one “N” cell
Movement - 13/16”
battery (not included)
Handshaft
* Fits into a 2-3/8” diameter hole
P2393XL $5.75 each
* Ivory colored face;
Time Only Mini Quartz
black indicator

Nautical Style Hygrometer
P2398 $2.50

Nylon
Furniture Glides

* 5/8” diameter
* 3/4” long nail * Set of 4
* Use as mantle clock feet or
on wooden-legged furniture
to help make moving easier
and to protect furniture and
floors from scuffing

Time Only Mini Quartz
Movement - 35/64”
Handshaft

Movement - 1-1/16”
Handshaft

* Brass Clutch Gear: A step above
most other plastic mini quartz
movements
3-Hole Skeleton Key
on the market today.
* 2-1/4” overall length
* Steel Tension Leaf Spring: Able
* 1-3/4” shaft length
to carry hands heavier than the
* Bit: 1/4” tall x 1/4” wide
average mini quartz movement is
* Inner barrel diameter: 1/8”
PREP
SOAK
capable of carrying.
* Die cast zinc with brass plating
* Minute Shaft: Incorporates a
rim so the minute hand cannot
P2403 $2.25
slide back onto the hour tube,
Plain Antique Brass
which means no more
RINSE
VOILA
Skeleton Key
hand jamming!
P2109 $39.95
* 2-3/8” overall length
* Integral Molded Plastic Hanger
Evapo-Rust (Gallon)
* 1-1/2” shaft length
* Mounting Hardware Included
* A water-based solution that is non-corrosive to steel
* Bit: 3/16” tall x 3/16” wide
* Uses Standard Hands for
* Does not harm brass, copper, aluminum, gold, lead,
* Inner barrel diameter: 5/32”
I-Shaft Movements
titanium, steel, cast iron, chrome, solder, vinyl, plastic,
* Die cast zinc with brass plating
* Continous sweep seconds
rubber, silicone, glass, cork or wood
* One gallon de-rusts up to 300 pounds of light to moderately hand * Manufacturer’s Lifetime
P2404 $2.25
Warranty!
rusted steel
P2402 $2.25

Classic Antique Brass
Skeleton Key

* Non-toxic orally or dermally
* Non-corrosive, non-flammable, non-acidic, non-caustic
* 2-1/2” overall length
* Biodegradeable with NO solvents, NO VOC’s or HAP’s
* 1-1/2” shaft length
* Used by the U.S. military, FBI and NATO as a rust remover
* Bit: 3/16” tall x 1/4” wide
* Easy to use:
* Inner barrel diameter: 1/8”
1) Fully immerse the rusted item and check progress
* Die cast zinc with antique brass
in 30 minutes (soak times vary from 30 minutes to 24
finish
hours depending on the severity of rust, type of steel and
temperature)
P2405 $2.25
2) Wash and rinse. If desired, paint or another coating may
Nickel Finish Barrel Key
be used for long-term rust protection
* 2-7/8” overall length
PLEASE NOTE:
* 1-11/16” shaft length
Due to government regulations, this product CAN NOT be
* Bit: 1/4” tall x 1/4” wide
shipped through the U.S. Mail (USPS). It may be shipped by
* Inner barrel diameter: 1/8”
United Parcel Service (UPS) Ground or FEDEX Ground.
* Die cast zinc with nickel plating

LIMITED
STOCK
CLOSE
OUT
CO1457 $175.00

Welded Steel Basket
For Q360
Ultrasonic Cleaners

More Repair Supplies >>>

Books #1 to #9 of Steven Conovar Clockmaker’s Newsletter Workshop Series

* For both experienced and novice repairmen: the first book in the “Clockmaker’s Newsletter Workshop Series”
* A wonderful compilation of newly revised articles, tips and projects that were originally published in the “Clockmaker’s Newsletter” from 1987 - 2008
* Includes previously published and new material * Fully indexed * Spiral bound for easy bench use

B282 $37.95

B283 $37.95

pertaining to:
“Techniques” - Basic
repair information which
will guide you toward
being a better repairman
“Mainsprings” - Types of
mainsprings, mainspring
repair and replacement
information/techniques
“Bushing Methods” - A
wealth of knowledge on
bushing work, plus lots
of “how to” wisdom
“Clock Repair Question/
Answer” - Actual
questions from novices
answered by a variety of
clock repair experts

* Explores in appealing
detail:
“Making Tools” - Learn
to make tools that will
allow you to repair more
efficiently and enjoyably
“Using Tools” - How
to properly use tools
along with reviews of
commercially available
examples
“Projects” - Includes
information on test stands
and how to effectively
run a repaired movement
during its regulation and
adjustment period
“Repair Tips” - A “gold
mine” of good ideas
encompassing a wide
variety of repair subjects

Book #1 - Repairs Book #2 - Tools, Tips
* Includes chapters
& Projects

B292 $34.95

Book #3 Escapements

B293 $34.95

Book #4 Grandfather
Clocks

B294 $32.95

Book #5 - Tubular
Bell Clocks

B295 $37.95

Book #6 - Seth
Thomas

* Provided proper
* Illustrates the
* Tried and tested content
restoration procedures for
problems and
pertaining to the most
* Covers all types of
Recoil, Deadbeat, Balance grandfather clocks: from procedures unique to the
popular Seth Thomas
and Hairspring escapements
tubular bell clocks taht
clock movements, plus
antique English-style
* Includes an extensive
originated in the late
new updated information
bell strike grandfathers
article on floating balance
19th century.
* Chapters are topically
to modern examples
escapements
* Features German and
arranged and devoted
by Hermle, Urgos,
* The chapter on pendulums Kieninger, Gebr. Jauch
English tubular bell
to the #89, #113, #124,
and timekeeping gives tips
examples in addition
Sonora chime, early
and Erhard Jauch.
on regulating clocks and
to American-made
Ship’s bell, early alarms
* Specifically addresses
how to choose the correct
Herschede clocks
(including the Long Alarm
repairs to pivot and
pendulum length when you
* Includes movement
and Automatic Eightbushings, moon phase
no longer have the original
repair instructions and
Day Alarm), commonly
and date gear teeth,
pendulum
house call repair tips
seen time and strike
strike mechanisms and
* Complete with 265 photos
movements, plus several
more!
and drawings
time-only mechanisms
* Fully indexed
* Well illustrated with
* Spiral bound with a clear
321 photographs and
acetate cover for easy bench
drawings
use and durability

B297 $37.95

B296 $37.95

Book #7 - Ansonia,
Gilbert, &
Waterbury

B169 $34.00

B224 $23.50

Chime
Clock Repair

Clock Repair Skills

* The perfect repair
guide for those who
restore, or want to
learn more about
chime mechanisms.
* Includes chapters on
the basics of chiming
movements, common
repair problems,
and an in-depth
look at eighteen
common American
and European chime
clocks

B184 $21.50

Striking Clock
Repair Guide

* A virtual textbook
on American,
English, French,
and German striking
mechanisms.
* Concisely written
and fully illustrated
with numerous
line drawings and
photographs

B264 $22.50

* An intermediate level
guide that acts as a followup
course on repair skills.
* Learn to repivot arbors,
repair lantern pinions and
recoil
escapements, replace
teeth, make bushings and
a rack
and snail, repair moon
dials and hands
* Bell strike main wheels,
grandfather chainwheels
and
depthing tool use are also
covered in detail

Repairing French Pendulum Clocks

Book #8 Ingraham, New
Haven & Sessions

* Features Ingraham,
B304 $37.95
New Haven and Sessions Book #9 - German
movements, plus
Clocks
information on repairs
* Features Older German
to a variety of American
wall & mantel clocks
movements: Manross,
by Gustav Becker,
Welch, Spring & Co.,
Junghans, HamburgGeorge Brown, B. B.
American and others
Lewis, Fashion Calendar
* Features Mondern
Clocks and others
German wall & mantel
movements by Hermle,
B172 $27.50
Urgos, Kieninger, Gebr.
How To Repair Herschede
Jauch, and Schatz
Tubular Bell Clocks
* Also includes Cuckoo
* Revised, expanded 2nd Edition
and 400-day clocks
* Contains a wealth of information on
Herschede’s movements
* These complex clock works are clearly
illustrated with drawings, and repair
procedures are lucidly outlined
* Procedures, etc. cover both the
Herschede 5 and 9-tube movements

* Features Ansonia,
Gilbert & Waterbury
movements, an
introductory chapter on
American clock repairs,
details on count wheel
striking mechanisms and
stopworks mechanisms

* Repair techniques and procedures are illustrated with a sequential series of photographs to illustrate the steps necessary to successfully
repair French movements.
* Lavishly illustrated with hundreds of diagrams and black & white photographs.
* Includes chapters on black marble timepieces, rack and snail exposed escapement clocks, count wheel striking clocks, count wheel “Picture
Frame” clocks, Morbier spring wall clocks and silk thread suspensions. A glossary and Question/Answer section is also included to enrich the
wealth of information that can be derived from this book!

1860 Weavertown Road, Douglassville, PA 19518
Monday - Friday: 8:00AM - 4:30PM
Saturday: 9:00AM - 2:00PM Sunday: Closed

Follow us on
social media!

